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Abstract
Due to the rapid increasing of data in File Information management 
Systems(FIMS), we have to use the scalable data retrieval system(IR 
Style) for results efficiency. Although many Data Retrieval 
Systems(DRS) are proposed by different authors previously, all 
of them have their own inherent limitations to retrieve efficient 
results. Some DRS are depends on eithertextual content of files, 
folder structure and keyword co-existence etc. In this paper we are 
introducing a multi-dimensional framework, which collaborates 
the various file properties to determine the relevance of a file 
for the given fuzzy keyword query and the results are ranked by 
TF*IDF Ranking Strategy. Our framework first considers the 
various dimensions of file like content,folder-structure, metadata 
and evaluates the relevance score according to each dimensionof 
a file individually. Later this framework integrates all dimension 
scores to generate a meaningful unified score.This score is 
evaluated by TF*IDF ranking strategy, which proven the obtained 
top rank results for a fuzzy keyword search are most relevant and 
scalable then previous Data Retrieval Systems.
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I. Introduction
A File Information Management System (FIMS) is a repository 
which contains a lot of files arranged based on a directory(folder) 
structure. A data retrieval system (DRS) is an application to retrieve 
and update a set of files from FIMS. Data is organized for storage 
in a hierarchy in the form such as bits, bytes  or characters, fields, 
records, files and databases and data warehouse. The storage media 
and file formats are all vital importance in order for computer 
systems to store and organize the various kinds of data in effectively 
and efficiently. Due to the amount of data stored in information 
management systems is rapidly increasing, following the relentless 
growth in capacity and dropping price of storage. This increment 
of information is driving a critical need forpowerful DRS to access 
often most relevant data in a simple and efficient manner. Such 
DRS shouldprovide both high-quality scoring mechanisms and 
efficient query processing capabilities.
In a traditional information system, a user composes a query, 
submits it to the system, which retrieves relevant answers. This 
information-access paradigm requires the user to have certain 
knowledge about the structure and content of the underlying data 
repository. In the case where the user has limited knowledge(name 
of the file or creation time etc..) about the data. Numerous DRS 
have been developed to perform the keyword searches and locate 
information stored in file systems, such as the commercial tools 
Google Desktop Search [18] and Spotlight [16]. However, these 
tools usually support some form of ranking for the textual part 
of the query—similar to  what has been done in the Information 
Retrieval (IR) community—but only consider structure (e.g., file 
directory) and metadata (e.g., date, file type) as filtering conditions. 

Keyword-only searches are often insufficient for relevant file 
information retrieval, because they only concentrate on the file 
types and their content and content co-existance.This approach 
will gives the ranking based on the file content similarity which 
is in-accurable.
To overcome all the above issues in this paper we are introducing 
a multi-dimensional framework, which collaborate the various 
file properties to determine the relevance of a file.This allows 
users to efficiently perform fuzzy searches across the different 
dimensions:  content, metadata, and structure. For the given 
fuzzy keyword query and the results are ranked by TF*IDF 
Ranking Strategy. we present our unified framework forassigning 
scores to files based on how closely they matchquery conditions 
within different query dimensions. Wedistinguish three scoring 
dimensions: content for conditionson the textual content of the 
files, metadata for conditionson the system information related 
to the files, and structurefor conditions on the directory path to 
access the file.While our work could be extended to a variety 
of dataspace applications and queries, we focus on a file search 
scenario in this paper.

II. Related Work
In this approach first we are transforming the entire file directory 
structure (FIMS) into XML tree structure format.Each node of 
the xml tree can represent a file and its associated information 
(metadata) represents by attributes. Keyword search isa user 
friendly way to query XML structures since it allowsusers to 
pose queries without the knowledge of complex querylanguages 
and the database schema.
Extensive research efforts have been conducted in XMLkeyword 
search to find the smallest sub-structures in XMLdata that each 
contains all query keywords in either the treedata model or the 
directed graph (i.e. digraph) data model.In tree data model, LCA 
(lowest common ancestor) semanticsis first proposed and studied 
in [15] to find XMLnodes, each of which contains all query 
keywords within itssubtree.

Fig. 1: Transformed XML Tree Structure for File Information 
Management System
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Subsequently, SLCA (smallest LCA [18]) isproposed to find the 
smallest LCAs that do not contain otherLCAs in their subtrees. 
GDMCT (minimum connecting trees)[12] excludes the subtrees 
rooted at the LCAs that do notcontain the query keywords. 
The generalize SLCAto support keyword search involving 
combinations of ANDand OR boolean operators. LCA and SLCA 
will only consider the results which matched exactly the content 
similarity and directory structure. But this scenario will result 
less(or zero) number of results as relevant because it is considering 
the exact matching. Exact matching will return most relevant but 
less no of results (sometimes they may not found). So we have to 
retrieve not only the less number of exact matching results but also 
the most relevant results based on the relevance hierarchy.
Our multidimensional framework forassigning scores to files based 
on how closely they matchquery conditions within different query 
dimensions. Our framework concerns on three different dimensions 
in order to provide the relevance scorings: content for conditionson 
the textual content of the files, metadata for conditionson the 
system information related to the files(file extension,created date), 
and structurefor conditions on the directory path to access the 
file.We represent files and their associated metadata andstructure 
information as XMLdocuments. We use a simplified version of 
XQuery to express metadata and structureconditions in addition 
to keyword-based content conditions. A novel xml TF*IDF 
ranking strategy rank the individual matches of all possible search 
intentions. Tocomplement our result ranking framework, we also 
take the popularity into consideration for the results that have 
comparable relevancescores.

III. Fuzzy Keyword Search
A.Data model: We model XML document as a rooted, labeled 
tree plus a set of edges between XML nodes, such as the one in 
Figure 1. We are using the existing algorithm called the Threshold 
Algorithm (TA) [15] to drive query processing. TA uses a threshold 
condition and xml cosine similarity [17] to avoid evaluating all 
possible matches to a query, focusing instead on identifying 
themost relevant best answers. It takes as input several sorted 
lists, each containing the system’s objects (files in our scenario) 
sorted in descending order according to their relevance scores for 
a particular attribute (dimension in our scenario), and dynamically 
accesses the sorted lists until the threshold condition is met to find 
the k best answers. Critically, TA relies on sorted and random 
accesses to retrieve individual attribute scores. Sorted accesses, 
that is, accesses to the sorted lists mentioned above, require the files 
to be returned in descending order of their scores for a particular 
dimension. Random accesses require the computation of a score 
for a particular dimension for any given file. Random accesses 
occur when TA chooses a file from a particular list corresponding 
to some dimension, then needs the scores for the file in all the 
other dimensions to compute its unified score. 

B. Fuzzy Keyword Search
As file Information management system becomes prevalent, more 
and more sensitive information are being centralized into that.
Although traditional searchable(keyword search) allow a user 
to securely search over encrypted data through keywords and 
selectively retrieve files of interest,these techniques support only 
exact keyword search.This significant drawback makes existing 
search techniques unsuitable in file Information management 
system as it greatly affects system usability, rendering user 
searching experience very frustrating and system efficacy very 
low. For example Given a collection of n data files C = (F1, F2, 

. . . , FN) stored in the file information management system, 
with a predefined set of distinct keywords(metadata) W = {w1, 
w2, ...,wp}, the existing exact match will return the results for a 
keyword query, which files have the exact keyword set in their 
metadata. This will reduce the performance and efficiency of user 
search.
To overcome this problem we are using the fuzzy keyword 
search[11] against the file information system to retrieve the more 
efficient and relevant files as results for a keyword search.Enabling 
fuzzy keyword search service that aims at accommodating various 
typos and representationinconsistencies in different user searching 
inputs is ofcrucial importance for the high system usability and 
overall user search experience. Fuzzy search considers not only 
exact results it will also return the most relevant results by using 
various types of edit-distance methods.

IV. TF*IDFRanking Framework
In order to achieve the accruable ranking for the fuzzy keyword 
search results in this framework we are using the TF*IDF ranking 
strategy, which calculates the ranking for each result (file) by 
using the multiple file properties similarity. First this will calculate 
the each dimension similarity score of a file individually, later it 
collaborate all dimensions to evaluate the overall scoring. Likewise 
this framework calculates the final scoring of all returned results 
from fuzzy search, and provides the final ranking to each result 
to render the user.
This framework considers the three different similarities for 
ranking .They are

File Content similarity• 
File Metadata similarity• 
Folder Structure similarity.• 

A. File Content Similarity
We use standard IR relaxation and scoring techniques for content 
query conditions. Specifically, we adopt the TF·IDF scoring 
formulas from Lucene [6], a state-of-the-art keyword search tool. 
These formulas are as follows:

where Q is the content query condition, f is the file beingscored, 
N is the total number of files, Nt is the numberof files containing 
the term t, and NormLength(f) is anormalizing factor that is a 
function of f’s length.Notethat relaxation is an integral part of 
the above formulassince they score all files that contain a subset 
of the termsin the query condition.

B. File Metadata Similarity
We introduce a hierarchical relaxation approach for each type of 
searchable metadata to support scoring. For example, Figure 1 
shows (a portion of) the relaxation levels for file types, represented 
as a file system. Each leaf represents a specific file type (e.g., 
pdf files). Each internal node represents a more general file type 
that is the union of the types of its children (e.g., Media is the 
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union of Video, Image, and Music) and thus is a relaxation of its 
descendants. 
A key characteristic of this hierarchical representation is 
containment; that is, the set of files matching a node must be equal 
to or subsume the set of files matching each of its children nodes. 
This ensures that the score of a file matching a more relaxed form 
of a query condition is always less than or equal to the score of 
a file matching a less relaxed form (see the below equation). We 
then say that a metadata condition matches a file system node if the 
node’s range of metadata values is equal to or subsumes the query 
condition. For example, a file type query condition specifying a 
file of type “*.cpp” would match the nodes representing files of 
type “Code”, files of type “Document”, etc. A query condition 
on the creation date of a file would match different levels of 
time granularity, e.g., day, week or month. The nodes on the path 
from the deepest (most restrictive) matching node to the root of 
the File System then represent all of the relaxations that we can 
score for that query condition. Similarly, each file matches all 
nodes in the File System that is equal to or subsumes the file’s 
metadata value.
Finally, given a query Q containing a single metadata condition M, 
the metadata score of a file f with respect to Q is computed as:

where N is the total number of files, nM is the deepestnode that 
matches M, nf is the deepest File system node thatmatches f, 
commonAnc(x, y) returns the closest commonancestor of nodes x 
and y in the relaxation hierarchy, andnFiles(x) returns the number 
of files that match node x.The score is normalized by log(N) so 
that a single perfectmatch would have the highest possible score 
of 1.

C. Folder Structure Similarity
Most users use a hierarchical directory structure to organizetheir 
files. When searching for a particular file, a user mayoften 
remember some of the components of the containingdirectory 
path and their approximate ordering rather thanthe exact path 
itself. Thus, allowing for some approximationon structure query 
conditions is desirable because it allowsusers to leverage their 
partial memory to help the searchengine locate the desired 
file.Our structure scoring strategy extends prior work onXML 
structural query relaxations [4], [5]. Specifically, thenode inversion 
relaxation introduced below is novel andintroduced to handle 
possible mis-ordering of pathnamecomponents when specifying 
structure query conditionsin personal file systems. Assuming that 
structure queryconditions are given as non-cyclic paths (i.e., path 
queries),these relaxations are:

1. Edge Generalizationis
used to relax a parent-childrelationship to an ancestor-descendant 
relationship.For example, applying edge generalization to /a/
bwould result in /a//b.

2. Path Extensionis
used to extend a path P such thatall files within the directory subtree 
rooted at P canbe considered as answers. For example, applying 
pathextension to /a/b would result in /a/b//∗.

3. Node Inversionis
used to permute nodes within apath query P. To represent possible 
permutations, weintroduce the notion of node group as a path 
wherethe placement of edges are fixed and (labeled) nodesmay 
permute.

4. Node Deletionis
used to drop a node from a path.Node deletion can be applied to 
any path query ornode group but cannot be used to delete the root 
nodeor the ∗ node. consider the   cloud server provides the search 
service for the authorized users over the encrypted data C.

D. Final Ranking for Results
We aggregate the above single-dimensional scores into aunified 
multi-dimensional score to provide a unified rankingof files relevant 
to a multi-dimensional query. To do this,we construct a query 
vector,VQ, having a value of 1 (exactmatch) for each dimension 
and a file vector,VF , consistingof the single-dimensional scores 
of file F with respect toquery Q. (Scores for the content dimension 
is normalizedagainst the highest score for that query condition to 
getvalues in the range [0, 1].) We then compute the projectionof 
VF onto VQ and the length of the resulting vectoris used as the 
aggregated score of file F. In its currentform, this is simply a linear 
combination of the componentscores with equal weighting and 
the popularity. Based on the ranking order framework will display 
the results to user in the ascending order.

V. Experiments
We have performed comprehensive experiments to comparethe 
effectiveness, efficiency and scalability of previous approaches 
with this approach, all implemented in Java and run on a3.6GHz 
Pentium 4 machine with 1GB RAM running WindowsXP. We 
tested both synthetic and real datasets.We compare the accuracy of 
our multi-dimensional approach with TopX [8], a related approach 
designed forXML search, Google Desktop Search (GDS), and 
Lucene. 

Table 1: Multi-Dimensional Framework (M) Comparison with 
Other Previous Works

These experiments shown that our approach have the better 
efficiency and scalability than the previous approaches.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a multi-dimensional framework to 
overcome the problem of keyword search on file management 
systems, by using the fuzzy keyword search and xml TF*IDF 
ranking strategy. In this approach fuzzy search will return the 
most relevant results to scoring frame work, then the framework 
calculates each file properties similarities individually and 
collaborates them to find the final ranking of that file. Based on 
ranking we will render the results to user in an efficient order. 
Our experiments shown that our approach have the efficiency and 
scalability than previous approaches.
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